Harvest Operations Corp. is a diverse energy company, based out of Calgary, offering exposure to conventional upstream oil
and natural gas production and SAGD operations. We are focused on identifying opportunities to create and deliver value
with an active development program and a technical approach taken to maximize our assets. Harvest is committed to
protecting the health and well-being of our people, the public and the environment through every decision and action taken
each day.
Harvest has an immediate opening for a SAGD Production Accountant reporting to the Manager, Operations Accounting.
This is a full time position based in Calgary.
Key Responsibilities:


Volumetric
 Configure production accounting facility calculation as per MARP and plant schematics
 Work with field data OMS system, Chart readings, 3rd party volumes and truck tickets
 Set up new wells, batteries, 3rd party locations in Metrix, working with data from operations, land and JV.
 Reconcile and investigate any differences on production data, Charts and 3rd party volumes
 Provide oil splits to partners and sales points
 Load data into Petrinex
 Confirm volumes with TIK partners and delivery points
 Work with Government, Partners and 3rd party to correct any imbalances



Financial
 Manage the outgoing master/charges to any partner or 3rd party (processing Salt Water Disposal (SWD),
etc.)
 Load data from Metrix into Financial
 Ensure financial data correctly represents volumetric data pull
 Code and pay any incoming 3rd party bills for (processing SWD etc.)
 AR clearing
Analysis
 Volumes, prices, royalties and 3rd party charges are reviewed monthly
 Reconciliation on any variances compared to Government (Zones, Deliveries etc.)



Qualifications:











Must have CAPPA
OSR calculations and reporting
5 – 10 years’ experience in SAGD
Be a self-starter
Ability to pay close attention to details
Have good communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent analytical, time management and problem solving skills
Ability to work alone and as part of a team
Must be very good with EXCEL and Power Query
Systems: QBYTE FM; Excel; CS Explorer; Geo Scout; Metrix System; PW Outlook; JIB Link; ENote; MS Office;
Enerlink; PVR; PVR Wizard; ADP; Petrinex; Cyberdocs

Harvest Operations Corp. provides competitive compensation and a comprehensive benefit package including both short
term and long term incentive plans. We are committed to providing ongoing professional development and opportunities for
career advancement. Please visit Harvest’s website at www.harvestenergy.ca to learn more about our company.
Please send your resume and cover letter to:
Email: careers@harvestenergy.ca
*Please reference “Job Posting - #10076 – Production Accountant, BlackGold” in the subject of your email.
We sincerely thank those who apply, however, only those applicants selected for an interview will be contacted.

